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TOWARD BETTER PERFORMANCE speed should be used to establish what intake angles



ARTICLE 1 By Al Backstrom (EAA Rt. 1



1162)



should be used. (Figure 1, Item 2). An airplane intended for normal operation is critical for cooling air, carburetion air, etc. in high power low speed (climb) conditions.



Frisco, Texas 75034



To establish the intake angles I would recommend a tuft



AERODYNAMICS OF ENGINE INSTALLATION



not have a symmetrical cowling. With an unsymmetrical engine and airflow patterns, a symmetrical cowling does not fit the real life situation. In general, the internal aerodynamics of the engine cowling offers the greatest opportunity to reduce the drag of existing airplane designs. Flight test data on a Bellanca



In walking down a flight line it becomes obvious that the typical airplane designer considers a cowling as a box into which you put an engine. Fortunately, there are some exceptions, but very few designers seem to follow the good examples. An engine installation should attempt to provide the maximum return of air horsepower from the engine shaft horsepower output. The primary items of concern are: 1. Propeller efficiency



2. External cowling aerodynamics 3. Internal cowling aerodynamics These considerations and what can be done to improve them vary with the type of engine installation being designed. For this article I will discuss the typical opposed air cooled tractor engine installation. Many of the generalities are applicable to other types of engine installations. Figure 1 is an illustration of good aerodynamic cowling design for a Continental C85 etc. series engines for airplanes with side by side seating. You can see that a shaft extension would improve the cowling shape, but shaft extensions should only be used if both the engine and propeller manufacturer consider them safe. Figure 2 shows a cowl designed by Jim Swick for



Lycoming engines with no extension shaft. The forward shape of this cowling and that shown in Figure 1 are



quite similar except for the air inlets. Now let's look at why the cowling shown in Figure 1 is



a good aerodynamic engine installation and consider the primary items in the order listed. Propeller efficiency and the external cowling shape are directly related. A propeller loses efficiency when anything is placed behind it. The bigger, closer, and flatter the area behind the propeller the greater the loss in efficiency. Propeller efficiency can also be increased by proper spinner installation*. A spinner diameter up to 25% of the prop diameter can be used. Structural con-



study on your airplane or one of similar configuration. I think you can see from this discussion that you should



14-13-2 from tests conducted at Mississippi State University shows internal cooling drag "amounting to 31% of the minimum drag of the airplane" 1 . This represents approximately 20% of the total drag in cruise conditions. If the external drag of this airplane was reduced without



attention to cooling drag the percentage of the minimum and total drag would be even more horrible. It seems that once the designers put the engine inside their box they forget all basic aerodynamics and do things they wouldn't consider on the outside of the airplane. The type of things forgotten are that it takes energy to turn the airflow and that air does not like to make turns around square corners. The energy required to turn the air should rule out things like updraft intakes for downdraft engine cooling. Square corners are generally found at the rear of air intakes and in the air outlet at the firewall. With air intakes in front of the cylinders as they should be, the lower lip should blend smoothly to the cylinders and the upper lip should be faired back to the top of the cowl (Figure 1, Item 3). The inside contours should form an afterbody for the spinner which fairs to the engine crankcase (Figure 1, Item 4). The outside of the inlet should fair into the side baffels (Figure 1, Item 5). I would also recommend that the side and rear baffels have a generous radius rather than a square corner where they meet with the upper cowl. The air outlet at the firewall should have a generous radius and the outer cowling FIG. 2



siderations on the spinner and cooling air inlet requirements may make a smaller diameter necessary. Very long or very short spinner shapes are not desirable. A length of H4 to l l /2 times the diameter with smoothly changing lines should be near optimum. The spinner lines should be faired aft into the cowling, a minimum gap between the propeller and spinner should be used. Several of the items to be considered in the external cowling design were covered in the discussion above but there is more to think about. The cowling must provide for the cooling air intakes, carburetor air intakes, etc. These intakes should not cause excessive drag when the intake is spilling air. This spillage is due to the downstream system not being able to use all the available air. Spillage is necessary because to have adequate area for the critical conditions, an excess of air is available in other conditions. To minimize this drag the intake lips should have a reasonable radius (Fig. 1, Item 1). A point almost entirely overlooked in cowling design is the fact that the air behind the propeller has rotation. The slipstream rotation, angle of attack, and forward SPORT AVIATION 31



should help direct the outflow air in the rearward direction (Figure 1, Item 6).



For a good overall installation a cowl flap must be used. To cool the engine in low speed high power (climb) conditions the inlet and/or outlet areas required are much greater than necessary in cruise, or high speed conditions. A cowling with the areas sized to cool in climb provides excessive air flow in cruise. This will result in high drag and possibly operating the engine cooler than is desirable. A cylinder head temperature gauge must be installed to monitor engine temperature. Damage to electrical insulation, fuel and oil hoses etc. can result from temperature build up inside the cowling after engine shutdown. A small door should be installed in the upper cowling to allow escape of residual heat. It should be possible to install a door which will drop open on the ground and close in flight due to aerodynamic pressure differential (Figure 1, Item 7). The exhaust system should provide for the safe discharge of exhaust gases and have a minimum of back pressure. Also some muffling of noise is necessary.* The system should also provide a minimum of internal and external drag. As it is generally necessary to build the exhaust system from round tubing, the center lines of the pipes should be along the airstream direction as nearly as possible. The exhaust outlets should face aft to regain some thrust from the exhaust. A straight through type muffler similar to one that is working well as a muffler on our Flying Plank is shown in Figure 3. To my knowledge



this has not been used on four cycle engines. A difficult problem to solve on existing designs is the square corner that exists at the firewall — lower fuselage juncture. A scab on fix that can be used on many airplanes is shown in Figure 4. One item not illustrated is the use of an offset thrust line. Two or three degrees of right thrust line offset will come close to balancing out the items that make up what is referred to as torque. From these discussions, I hope you can see that most airplanes could have significant performance increases by better detail design of the engine installation. The more technical minded reader can review NASA Wartime Report WRL-108 that was used as a basis for many of the general comments in this article. *Raspet A. & Lambros G. Flight Research On A Personal Airplane, Unpublished, December 10, 1953.



'NASA TR649 shows a maximum of 6% increase on a



liquid cooled engine installation.



*Noise standards for small airplanes have been established by the Environmental Protection Agency and are now contained in FAR 36. The allowable noise level is based on gross weight, and this could present a significant problem for the typical amateur built airplane weight.



FIGURE 1 EXAMPLE OF GOOD AERODYNAMIC INSTALLATION OF CONT. C-85, ETC. REAR BAFFLE



SECTION A-A 14" DIAMEETER SPINNER WITH NO SHAFT EXTENSION SHOWN IN THIS EXAMPLE



SIDE BAFFLE SECTION B-B ' COWL FLAP



EXHAUST PORTS OUTLET OPEN — TUBE PERFORATED SPRING SUPPORT



SECTION OF 4" GALV STOVE PIPE



FIRE WALL LWR FUSELAGE SKIN



FIGURE 4 SCAB-ON FIX FOR AIR OUTLETS PROPOSED LOW BACK PRESSURE MUFFLER
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One point that should be made is to not look at top speed as the only ... The exhaust system uses a ... Do not use a household oven for heating Plexiglas to.
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Figure 2 shows a cowl designed by Jim Swick for. Lycoming engines with no extension shaft. The forward shape of this cowling and that shown in Figure 1 are.
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weather-related accidents were fatal. In fact, the report states that while weather-related accidents accounted for only 3 percent of the accidents over the past five ...
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